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In reality, then, there are no religions which are false.
 All are true in their own fashion; all answer, though in
different ways, the given conditions of human existence
(Durkheim 1915:15).

 ... men have so often had recourse to the same means

for solving problems whose concrete elements may be
very different, but which share the feature of all belong
ing to ‘structures of contradiction’ (Lévi-Strauss 1966:
95).

purpose of this paper is twofold. First it will examine some aspects
her ritual behavior as recorded by the late Evans-Pritchard. Second, it

the x entativel Y su gg es t an alternative interpretation of ritual behavior among
 co UGr ’ in an attempt to work within a theoretical framework affording
 j * P ar ative analysis of other symbolic systems. The work of Douglas (1966),

 shihl'^ TRAUSS and Beidelman (1966, 1968) has been concerned with
ar themes, and their work bears direct relevance to my own analysis.

 b r - before reviewing the theoretical suggestions of the above authors, I will

 °Wn ^ discuss some intellectual precedents apparent in Evans-Pritchard’s
 reas theory of primitive religion’. In doing this I hope to demonstrate the
 an ,° niri g behind his particular interpretation of Nuer religious practices

Va hies.

ducted by W. Arens centered around
 V * r his essay is the product of a seminar c ° n for ideas presented here I must
 ;ikUGr ^hnography and its reanalysis. In takiJ the sem inar members. I wish to
tv,° acknowledge the instructive criticism a rpa dine and commenting on numerous

a^k Stanley Regelson and David Hicks o ted the essay was worthy of a
a ts of this paper, and especially Arens w o cr itical comments which the essay

7lder fading! I should also like to acknowledge the
ec eived from T. O. Beidelman and L. C. Faron.


